
Union Square Neighborhood Council Meeting
July 07, 2020
6 pm – 8 pm
Zoom Meeting
 
Attendees:
Board Members:
Michèle Hansen
Ann Camara
Bill Cavellini
Andy Greenspon
Bill Shelton
Isabella Drago
David Scott
Tori Antonino
Sarah Dunbar

Community Members:
Tom Lichoulas - developer of project at intersection of Washington and Dane St.
Anne Vigorito
Frank Kautz
Wig Zamore
Joe Beckmann

1. Welcome and Introductions 

2. Public Comment

3. Approval of minutes from May 26, June 23 meeting

Andy sent out the minutes from May 26 and June 23 to the Board today, so not enough time to 
review them yet. Postpone approval to next meeting.

4. Presentations by Tom Lichoulas about proposed development in Duck Village
5. Q & A to Tom Lichoulas

Tom: Was a resident of Somerville in a number of places for about 25 years.
373 and 377 Washington St. Currently The Training Room and a red house next door. This is 
very early on in the process, and I was going to take more time on this. However, The Training 
Room went out of businesses. One part is zoned NR and one FAB.
I’ve only done a few projects in Somerville, not a full time developer. Company is just me. I’m a 



builder. I served on the Zoning ADvisory Board back in 2012, and I am familiar with the various 
zones.
Currently showing what I could build by right, and I’ve talked to the neighbors and asked what 
they would like to see. I think we can do something better than what I’m allowed to do by right. I
am thinking a mixed use site with commercial on the first floor. The Training Room would like 
to start back up in the future, but in a smaller space, so maybe this space. We have also reached 
out to The Biscuit, which is currently looking for a place. I would not want to do something 
bigger than shown on this image, which can be 60 feet. I would prefer something smaller, up to 
~40 feet, in the format of MR4 zoning. This would make it one building instead of three 
buildings by right with one FAB and two NR.
Part of my plan is to allow one of the abutting neighbors to be able to carve out a driveway for 
themselves.

Anne: We went in to ask for a map change for this site. The Dewire Garage was also a client of 
mine in the past, who I reached out to. We also spoke to JT Scott about proposing something for 
these sites. We made this map change request in September 2019 before the Zoning Overhaul 
was done in December 2019. We want to be able to go to the Planning Board with neighborhood 
support for the map change.

Tom: The Dewire site has a lot of potential for the neighborhood as well, since it is a very large 
site.

Tori: Jobs in Somerville are very important, and FAB/maker spaces are very important in 
generating such jobs.

Anne: The City was trying to get quite a bit of fabrication space, but the housing stock in 
Somerville is depleted due to Condo conversions, and these would be apartments in addition to 
ground level commercial space.
Under old zoning, mixed-use is commercial use but then a prospective tenant would need relief.
Holland St business area where the neighbors didn’t want a coffee shop or a yoga studio, and 
they didn’t want more people parking there, even though there are lots of cyclists who would 
access such spaces. So we wanted to reach out to people in the neighborhood and tenants who 
have been displaced like The Training Room and The Biscuit.

Bill S: 1) WHen you talk about there’s an insufficiency of housing, you need to specify rental 
housing. We need more commercial space also. 2) Pat anD Allen Jehlen have lived on Dane St 
for 50 years, so please reach out to them. 

Anne: Tom has spoken to her.



Bill S: 3) The people who live along Washington St somehow want to believe they can live in a 
rural village and the pressure they put on JT to keep their zoning low and non-dense is not good 
for the City. 4) Given the massing being proposed, how many units of housing do you propose?

Tom: I’m guessing 22-24 units.

Bill S: What mix of unit size.

Tom: No 3-bedrooms likely. A couple studios, and then a mix of 1 and 2-bedrooms. 

Bill S: Without some 3-bedrooms, you are going to get resistance because we don’t have enough 
units for families.

Bill Cav: I want to echo what Bill S said, which is that there is a dire need for family housing. If 
this development does not have a number of 3- and 2-bedroom units, I am not on board. You’ve 
got to be responsible for the displacement you cause by building new housing. And that 
displacement comes from the gentrification via the rents you would have to charge in the market 
units. The commercial development can, but not necessarily, lead to gentrification pressures too. 
And those pressures put pressure on Somerville families who have lived here for generations. 
There are definitely financial issues in terms of what you have and what the marketplace tells 
you. But we live here, and we know what the neighborhood needs.

Tom: I built 3-bedroom units in Pittman. For the first time since I built it, I have 4 vacancies, so 
if the demand is there, please send them my way. If you can point to the demand, I would be 
happy to build 3-bedroom units.

Tori: I have heard it said before that 3-bedroom units are staying vacant. Is it out of families 
price range? 
I still support this being a fabrication site. People want to be within a walkable distance to where 
they work, and one of the ways to do that is to build more places people can go to work. It seems
you want to change the fabrication to more mid-rise with rentals on top and retail on the bottom.
If this was approved for MR, where is the green and open space going to be. 

Tom: Parking is underground and the open space is at Perry Park. There is more open space via 
the MR4 plan vs. fabrication. Unless building on USQ with room, hard to put open space.

Tori: What’s the percentage open space required in the MR4 district.



Tom: I am unsure - but less than FAB.
Either FAB or MR4 works for me, but I have found neighbors more leaning toward MR4. I wish 
land was cheaper so I could buy Dewire’s space and then have enough room for open space.

Anne: I understand where you are coming from with the FAB, and having people be able to walk
to work. But we have seen from this pandemic that people can work from home. So the 2 or 3-
bedrooms might be more useful

Tori: A fabrication designation is about making things, not an office space.

Tom: Fabrication is not all for making things by the zoning. It can be a co-working space, it can 
be marijuana business.

Anne: This is our first time before your group, so we are looking for feedback.

Ann C: I live near this garage that Tom wants to purchase - I have lived next to it for 43 years. 
People in this area care more about design, not that you will make more stores or commercial. 
It’s about visual and trees and greenspace. I see this building here, so I cannot envision what it 
will really look like. We heard what the people at the Beacon St Star Market wanted to build - 
big building that looks like a jail. It would be nice to see something nice and with green space. 
We had a lot of trees knocked down around here.

Anne: The Planning Department often has set guidelines they want, though we often think things
can be done better by listening to the neighbors more.

Tom: The plans here are just for massing purposes - no design yet. I am open to neighborhood 
feedback on design and trees and what not - we can get a landscape architect and do it all 
together.

Sarah: I think your site is less obvious as a FAB site than some of the other parcels such as those
on Somerville Ave. Yours does feel like a small parcel to do that on, so I personally think the 
MR4 makes sense. It could still be a light industrial use on the ground floor - there is an open 
ended discussion on what that could be. I agree with Ann on seeing what you will do in terms of 
landscape and streetscape, with some tables and chairs for sitting outside. These tight sites can 
also have green roofs in terms of retaining water and environmental sustainability.

Tom: I would love to incorporate a green roof or greenery on the side to mask the size of the 
building. The Training Room was MR4 until the last iteration of the Zoning Overhaul Map, 
when it became FAB.



Bill S: I suspect they changed to FAB because the current building looks like a FAB building, 
though it’s lower scale than what you’d want for a FAB building. A note that all of us here are 
not of one opinion. I visited this site and for me, open space makes sense when it’s on a scale that
is usable, but the amount of open space we could realistically get for this site does not really 
qualify - it’s more dribs and drabs. That does not preclude the kind of landscaping Ann is asking 
for. But I would rather you make use of the open space in-lieu payment than a fragment of open 
space non-usable by the neighbors.

David: The Training Room currently has the little parking lot, but the fact that it’s set back gives 
more of a feeling of space. It would be great to have some level of set-back for the building 
relative to the sidewalk.

Anne: Tom is working with a great architect, Peter Quinn, who can get creative with small 
spaces and utilizing open space.

Tom: Going from property line to property line with a building would be terrible. MR4 has 
required setbacks built in.

Michèle: I agree with Sarah about this being better as MR. It’s really in the middle of a 
neighborhood. I do like the Training Room building itself, but it makes more sense to have 
residential there. We do need jobs in Somerville, but this is more of a residential area. What you 
would be asking from us would be support in changing the Zoning Map.

Anne: Voicing your support to JT Scott and the Councillors at-large that this is something you 
would like to see happen because we already submitted the request to change. This only needs 
approval from the City Council.

Michèle: The issue with 3-bedroom apartments is affordable ones. High price could explain why
your 3-bedroom market rate units are currently vacant. You will need 20% of these apartments to
be affordable per zoning, so you could have a 3-bedroom affordable apartment.

Tom: We all know there is a housing crisis, and MR4 with housing units compared to FAB 
district could be very good for the neighborhood. In 2003 at 22-line street, I volunteered one of 
my 5 units for the inclusionary program. This MR4 does really help people too.

Isabella: Tom, earlier you said you might be interested in something in writing, would you be 
interested in a binding document.

Tom: That is over my pay grade, which is why I have a lawyer. I am a contractor and build 
things.



Anne: If you suggested that you might support MR4 if there were some 3-bedroom units as well,
it could be possible. That neighborhood doesn’t have a lot of 3-bedroom apartments.

Tom: I would love to do a green roof. Maybe there is a need for a 3-bedroom apartment. This is 
the first year I have these 3-bedroom vacancies and maybe there’s a short-term lack of demand 
due to the pandemic and students leaving earlier this year.

Isabella: How many businesses could you realistically fit in that space?

Tom: 3 or 4. The Training Room would want to downsize to 2500 sq ft. The Biscuit might need 
1500 sq ft. That leaves another 4000 sq ft, which is a lot of space.

Tori: 3-bedroom units are important. But also green and open space is really important. I see this
small NR building. Would MR5 allow the development of a pocket park there? I know Bill S 
stated dribs and drabs, but even if we get payments into an open space fund, there won’t be land 
left available to build things.

Tom: This is a good question - I am not here to tell you all what I want to do. I am here to listen 
to get feedback on ideas. I am a licensed builder, so don’t have to hire others. I have more 
flexibility in what to build here therefore. So I’m going to throw it back at you. However, having 
lived there, I think as Bill S said, this might be the dribs and drabs category. 

Tori: A pocket park would be pretty significant, even if tiny. I also support native plants and 
ecological landscaping for pollinators, to be placed around the building.

Andy: Lean toward Bill S on Green and Open space payment in lieu, Perry Park right there. 
Making affordable units 3-bedroom for families.

Anne: The City is now asking for any 3-bedrooms built to be part of the 20% inclusionary 
affordable.

Bill Cav: You are still in an early phase of the design and the program, so I would like you to 
consider something between the inclusionary requirement and the market. There may be demand 
for 2- and 3-bedroom family units in that “workforce” category in the range of 120-140% area 
median income. It’s City employees like teachers, police, fire, public works who are often long-
term residents who want to stay in the City and in some cases are not able to.

Bill S: It is a fact that the majority of the 3- and 4-bedroom units in Somerville that are rental 
units are occupied by unrelated adults. Therefore, I really endorse both what Bill Cav and Andy 
said, that you could get a lot of goodwill by heading those suggestions.



Tom: Thank you - I appreciate the feedback - it’s very helpful.

Mike Connelly arrives at the meeting.

6. Report back from CBA Oversight/Monitoring Committee about meeting with US2 last 
week

Bill Cav: Greg K and Justin Kunz were present with the 6 CBA Oversight members. US2 is not 
going to start construction until October. The land is not in their ownership and will not be in 
their ownership until the Building Permits for both the Commercial and Residential Properties 
are approved. The Building Permit for the Life Sciences Building was filed 3 months ago, the 
Residential Building was 30 days ago.
We ask 12 questions before the meeting. Some highlights: 1) We didn’t see any construction 
happening for the elevator. Greg K made it clear that the MBTA is not building the elevator and 
US2 will build and pay for the elevator at the same time they build the residential building. The 
City will help if need be. There will be one elevator. We pointed out that in many MBTA stations 
there are two in case one breaks down. The MBTA will be responsible for the maintenance once 
it is built. 2) We asked to see the working drawings for where the  community space will be in 
the buildings. US2 has not shared that with us yet. They were unwilling to share any other 
working drawings, especially working drawings showing the access road from Prospect St that 
will have all sorts of traffic, pedestrian, cyclists, cars, trucks, etc. 3) We asked to meet with the 
construction contractors Cranshaw on the housing, Gilbane on the life sciences building. US2 
said that would be part of our regular meeting in the future in learning the number of women and
people of color on the construction team along with working conditions. 4) US2 has not done 
anything around D4.3, the Webster Ave affordable housing and passive haus site. They are 
working with the two owners on that parcel for purchasing. The developer is likely to be 
Somerville Community Corporation (SCC). 5) They don’t know when they will have to go to the
Planning Board for approval of D4.3 which will put them out of compliance with the MAster 
Plan Special Permit temporarily in terms of ratio of commercial to housing being built. 6) The 
money for the two positions, staff of USMS and staff for Somerville First Source Jobs program - 
both of the proposals were submitted by those agencies. The City is reviewing them - there was 
supposed to be a decision by July 1, but we have not heard yet. We learned that in order for that 
money to be disbursed, US2 has to go before the City Council to get a second official approval.

Tori: I am going to email Dan Bartman to ask if US2 will be open to new zoning.

Andy: We should look into this and be cautious.



7. Boynton Yards Master Plan Information

Bill Cav: Does anyone know what the date of DLJ going to the Planning Board is? We spent a 
lot of time working on and improving the letter. We only sent it out at the end of last week, and 
I’ve got 4 responses so far. I have agreed to go to the next meeting Monday July 20, 4 pm of 
Somerville Stands Together to discuss the issues we raised in the letter. The President of the 
Board of SCC also responded and the contact person for the Growing Center responded.

Sarah: I didn’t agree with all the points in the letter and would have liked us to discuss it as a 
group. I feel like I don’t fully know the response of people who went to the meeting with DLJ 
that I could not attend. I do not know all the big issues people have and what is positive about it. 
And a consensus about what we are asking for.

Andy: We don’t have a consensus yet. Our purpose is not to come to a consensus and speak on 
behalf of the community right now. The goal of the letter was to prompt others in the community 
to get their feedback. And from that we can eventually generate a community consensus view on 
the development.

Ann: John Fenton said he would come to another meeting with us, and he wanted to introduce us
to Nick Barker who is their organizer.

Andy: I agree with Sarah - I was also confused about having another meeting with DLJ already 
when we don’t have feedback from the community yet?

Ann: John Fenton thought we had questions and he wants to introduce us to Nick Barker as our 
go-to person who can answer our questions.

Sarah: I agree - we may raise a bunch of issues that may not be what the community wants. The 
big issue is affordability right now that might take precedence over everything else. We need to 
hear from people in the community and prioritize.

Michèle: When we did the original CBA, we had CBA summits with poster boards and put all 
the information together. That is very hard to do now in the current pandemic. We do need to get 
more back from the different community groups before having another meeting with DLJ.

Bill Cav: I think another meeting soon could be fruitful, but it would be a much more useful 
meeting if we had feedback from other groups first. But given that DLJ may go to the Planning 
Board before we get any significant feedback from these other groups, we should meet again and
say what we can say as a Board even if we do not have consensus right now. I would not shy 
away from contacts.



Bill S: I feel the same way Michèle does, which leads to a question. If we were going to meet 
with Nick, what would we want to accomplish through that meeting?

Andy: Compare their letter of responses to what they are doing now and make sure they 
understand what we asked for, e.g., family housing, jobs for people who live in Somerville, etc.

Michèle: Example: We need them to build a place to live in that is healthy with good 
environmental standards, and jobs available.

Sarah: I’m confused now because I thought we don’t have consensus on all the issues. For 
example, a community amenity, what would we want in that community amenity.

Michèle: Those details would be discussed in the executive session.

Gary: This might be an opportunity to get some of those unanswered questions answered. I 
wasn’t at the broader neighborhood meeting presentation by DLJ, but I would like to enable Nick
and John and anyone else presenting for DLJ to answer these questions, so that we can report 
back informally to those we sent the outreach letter to, and we can check off answers to some of 
the questions we posed.

Ann: The more we get to know anyone from DLJ, the better it will be I think.

8. Tenant/landlord issues during COVID crisis

Gary: I would link a website to resources including the bill that Mike Connolly is sponsoring in 
MA State House and Elizabeth Warren is sponsoring in the US Senate.  I suspect that If the one 
in the Senate doesn’t make it, we would like to accomplish something in the Commonwealth via 
law. I suggest that we assemble a team of people who are interested and would work on this 
issue. We can ask Mike Connolly about the details of his bill, comparison to Warren’s bill, and 
chance of it passing.

Mike: I am a huge fan of the USNC. I cut my teeth doing activism and organizing around 
development for 8 or 9 years. I have never seen the organizing effort quite like the one in Union 
Square. The fact that you’ve established a democratically-led institution with a say in 
development is fabulous. This is ahead of anything Cambridge has, and I hope it’s replicated. 
Feel free to invite me back. I have been in those conversations with Stephanie Pollock and the 
MBTA to get that elevator built at the Union Square Station. For any of these things, feel free to 
reach out to me. I am honored to serve as State Rep.

Within hours of the state of emergency being declared by Gov. Baker, I started hearing from the 
housing non-profit groups such as Vida Urbana that we needed a housing eviction moratorium. 



Within 5 weeks of filing that bill, the governor signed it into law as the strongest eviction 
moratorium in the nation. The challenge that has come into focus this week is that the protections
on the tenant side might begin to start expiring on August 18. Before we even got the eviction 
moratorium signed into law, I began working with these larger groups, Vida Urbana/City Life, 
Lynn Housing, Ellen Shachter in the office of housing stability in Somerville, trying to figure out
what to do when this moratorium ends. The sum of that was the bill submitted last week. It is 
currently known as House Docket 1566. The entire Somerville legislative delegation supports the
legislation. Pat Jehlen submitted it on the Senate side. Mayor Curtatone and a number of City 
Councillors have expressed their support. It’s a little narrower than the eviction moratorium in 
one sense but much broader in another sense. To the extent someone has been impacted by 
COVID-19 such that they cannot pay their rent, that inability to pay cannot be used for an 
eviction action. From there, it includes a just-cause eviction protection. If a tenancy reaches the 
end of its lease, the tenant could continue with their same lease terms. There is also a freeze on 
rents at the level when the emergency started, a prohibition against using this against people in 
law in future, protects against debt collection, but also stays within the rules of the Federal 
Contracts Clause at the national level. To the extent a landlord tries to collect back rent, they 
have to go to Housing Court, which is the place best equipped to handle mediation. Stops 
foreclosure for the duration of the emergency and a year after. Mortgage forbearance makes it a 
mortgage deferment - can simply tell the bank they are being impacted directly or indirectly by 
COVID, can defer all mortgage payments during the emergency and a full year after, and the 
payments would just be added onto the end side of the mortgage. We expand the protections for 
landlords. The current moratorium provides mortgage forbearance for owner occupied for four 
units or less. The new bill expands to 15 units owner occupied. But if they take advantage of this,
they have to do rent forgiveness on their tenants. A way to defray or remove payments. The bill 
currently has 70 sponsors within 1 week of it being filed and could be one of the strongest 
housing bills sponsored.

Sen. Warren is on the same track with her bill in the Senate that would stop evictions and 
foreclosures for 8  months, into next year. I did a town hall with Ayanna Pressley last week on 
this issue. So the various politician delegations here are behind us. Polling shows 75% of the 
state agrees on extending protections on housing stability. So this will be a race against time. The
Real Estate industry has lined up against this.

Bill Cav: Mike, you are a precious asset to anyone and everyone, but in particular to poor and 
working people in this state. Of course I would make a stronger bill, but it wouldn’t get passed. 
Such as rent control, and funding for tenant organizers to educate tenants about what their rights 
are in this time. But you have a bill there that speaks to most of the things that are needed right 
now. Rent control and funding for tenant organizers can come later.



Mike: The bill says that when the period of protections is over, end of emergency plus 1 year, 
individual municipalities could vote to enact and extend those protections longer.

Bill Cav: The Somerville Cares Fund has distributed $400,000 to date to Somerville residents, 
primarily tenants. None of it is for rent arrears - it is for food and clothing for those out of work. 
Money for rental arrears is coming from the Affordable Housing Trust Fund as $240,000 so far. 
The Office of Housing Stability is going to distribute $1.5 million in community service block 
grant money to help people pay for rent. What Mike’s bill does is to stop these rent arrears from 
being paid by tax money from other programs and taking away from things like open space. The 
landlords can’t afford to lose rent for several months, but it is the banks that can agree to defer 
mortgage payments to be tacked onto the end of the mortgage. We bailed out the banks in 2008 - 
it’s time for them to bail us out.

Mike: I’m happy to have folks like Bill Cav as constituents who I can mention to Beacon Hill. I 
have heard about small landlords who do not get rent who are afraid of being unable to pay their 
mortgage, and this bill allows them to defer those mortgage payments.

Michèle: The communications needs to be better about this to landlords.

Bill S: Until small landlords have this alternative, they are in this position.

Michèle: This should be on the radio ads and advertised everywhere to those who could use this 
help.

Frank: We spend a lot of time educating our tenants. We also have tenants who don’t do 
anything and don’t take action available to them. I’d just like to have in the bill that if tenants 
wilfully ignore it or stop , then they aren’t eligible.

Mike: This current bill is distinct from the already enacted law that is a blanket moratorium. This
new bill is targeted toward those who attest that they have been impacted by COVID-19. So if 
the landlord sees that the tenant is working full time, there is the ability to say back to the tenant 
to question if they are in fact impacted. So this new bill has very strong protections, but for those
who are truly unable to pay at the moment.

Bill Cav: 75% of the mortgages in this country are Freddie Mac or Fannie Mae, which allow for 
tacking onto the backs of the mortgages.

Tori: How many legislators do you need to get this passed?

Mike: The bill we passed in March had 73 sponsors, so certainly this bill having 70 sponsors is a
good sign. But sponsors does not necessarily presume passage.



Mike’s comment in chat section of Zoom call before he left: To Tori’s question: the Governor is 
part of the equation, as is the leadership of the House and Senate in prioritizing the bill. Having 
Housing Chair Kevin Honan as a co-lead-filer with me is a big plus. Here’s more information: 
https://www.repmikeconnolly.org/introducing_covid_19_housing_stability_act_to_cancel_evicti
ons_freeze_rents_and_provide_relief_for_all

9. Set a date to meet with Macone/Capital Hall about their development
Next meeting Tuesday July 28, 6-8 pm. Have Macone/Capital Hall there.

10. Public Comments

Wig: I enjoyed the last meeting DLJ/John Fenton were at. The underground garage is a great 
effort to save above ground for people living and working and recreation space. Bill S posted 
Dan Bartman’s 5 minute radius, but that’s incorrect because the US2 D2 garage messes up 
connectability. WIthout some other cross over the tracks from Boynton to Union Square. Legit 
McCall pointed this out. Could above ground FAR usable to fix connectability problems. This 
could be fixed if DLJ/Legit McCall bought D1 and allowed US2 to move faster on their other 
blocks.

11. Executive Session for purposes of developer negotiation strategies

Unanimous vote.

https://www.repmikeconnolly.org/introducing_covid_19_housing_stability_act_to_cancel_evictions_freeze_rents_and_provide_relief_for_all
https://www.repmikeconnolly.org/introducing_covid_19_housing_stability_act_to_cancel_evictions_freeze_rents_and_provide_relief_for_all

